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My friends
Taro Gomi

In this free-
spirited jaunt, a 
girl pays homage 
to her friends and 
all that they’ve 
taught her. “an 
ode to everyday 
activities and things.” 
—Publishers Weekly

32pp. ages 4–7
Lexile 470 Gr Level G dra 12
Paperback PFB48615 $3.39

Mouse Soup
arnold Lobel

a clever mouse 
saves himself from 
becoming the main 
ingredient of a 
weasel’s supper by 
telling some very  
tall tales.

64pp. ages 5–8
Lexile 240 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB11882 $2.82

Mouse count
Ellen Stoll Walsh

all 32pp. ages 4–6

Mouse count
a hungry snake counts 10 mice for 
dinner, but the countdown begins as 
the clever mice escape him. “Unusually 
pleasing rehearsal of the numbers from  
1 to 10.” —Kirkus

Lexile 490 Gr Level F dra 10
Paperback PFB97954 $3.39

Mouse Paint
The simple design and humor will appeal 
to children who love to splash in paint, 
and to parents, who’ll appreciate this 
lighthearted lesson in color.

Lexile 250
Paperback PFB13207 $2.50

My Lucky Day
Keiko Kasza

When a little pig 
knocks on his 
door, a hungry 
fox thinks it’s his 
lucky day. Little 
does he know of 
the trouble ahead! 
a “well-paced, delightful book.” —Booklist

32pp. ages 4–7
Lexile 270 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB967324 $2.99

My crayons 
talk
Patricia Hubbard
Illustrated by  
G. Brian Karas

a dozen 
crayons—each 
with a distinct 
personality—talk 
to a girl as she 
draws pictures. Terrific rhymes and 
whimsical illustrations add to the fun!

32pp. ages 3–7
Lexile 310 Gr Level H dra 14
Paperback PFB95993 $3.39

My Mom is  
a firefighter
Lois Grambling
Illustrated by  
Jane Manning

Billy has two 
families—his mom and dad, and his 
firehouse uncles, who work with his 
mom. Billy knows that firefighters have 
an important job to do, protecting 
people and putting out fires—and even 
Billy can lend a hand! award-winner 
Grambling and popular illustrator 
Manning bring to life this heartfelt story 
of a little boy who wants to grow up to 
be just like his mom.

32pp. ages 4–7 
Lexile 500
Paperback PFB510922 $2.82

My Daddy 
Snores
nancy rothstein
Illustrated by 
Stephen Gilpin

an imaginative 
and humorous story that will resonate 
with so many kids. The expressive 
illustrations make it a favorite, whether 
their daddy snores  
or not!

32pp. ages 4–7
Paperback PFB502834 $3.41

Mouse 
Mess
Linnea riley

The delicious 
tale of a 
mouse who 
wreaks havoc 
in the kitchen 
in search of a midnight snack.  
“a tasty frolic.” —Kirkus

SLJ Best Book

32pp. ages 4–6
Lexile 420 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB10050 $2.82

Morning, 
noon, and 
night
Jean Craighead 
George 
Illustrated by 
Wendell Minor

In precise, lyrical language 
George celebrates the daily 
activities of animals from dawn to 
dusk, with a narrative that is  
“as awe-inspiring as nature itself.”  
—CCBC Choices 2000

NCSA Children’s Crown Award 

32pp. ages 4–6
Lexile 450
Paperback PFB917703 $2.82
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Moonbear
Frank Asch

all 32pp. ages 4–7

Bear Shadow
Bear is trying to catch a fish—if his 
pesky shadow will let him—in this simple 
lesson about the sun’s daily movement.

Book of the Month Club Selection

Lexile 580 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB44054 $3.39

Happy Birthday, Moon
Bear believes it’s Moon’s birthday, and 
sets out to find an appropriate gift. 
“Sharing and cherished friendship 
create a warmth that’s very appealing.” 
—Booklist

Lexile 440 Gr Level L dra 24–28
Paperback PFB33965 $3.39
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no, David!
David Shannon

Inspired by an autobiographical book 
Shannon created when he was five 
years old, these outrageous tales of 
bad behavior fiendishly delight young 
readers.

all 32pp. ages 4–7

no, David!

Caldecott Honor Book, ALA Notable Book, 
NY Times Book Review Best Illustrated Children’s 
Books of the Year

Gr Level F dra 10
Paperback PFB93003 $3.41

David Gets in trouble
Gr Level F dra 10
Paperback PFB905154 $2.84

<En ESPAñol
David se mete en líos
Spanish Paperback PFB954561 $3.41

David Goes to School
Gr Level F dra 10
Paperback PFB932171 $2.82

new Shoes 
for Silvia
Johanna Hurwitz
Illustrated by  
Jerry Pinkney

a South american 
girl finds unusual 
ways to use her 
new red shoes 
until she’s big 
enough to wear them. 
“Perfectly captures the 
difficulty of waiting.”  
—Horn Book

32pp. ages 4–8
Lexile 640 Gr Level L dra 24–28
Paperback PFB48749 $3.39

<En ESPAñol
Zapatos nuevos para Silvia
Spanish Paperback PFB48750 $3.39

My truck is 
Stuck!
Kevin Lewis
Illustrated by 
Daniel Kirk

In this fun 
counting book, a delivery truck gets 
stuck in a prairie dog hole, and an 
elaborate rescue begins. “Sure to produce 
lots of laughs at storyhour.” —SLJ

32pp. ages 4–7
Paperback PFB513904 $2.82

My River
Shari Halpern

Creatures who 
live in and 
around the river 
tell why it’s 
so important 
to them. 
award-winning 
illustrations distinguish this  
“cheery first look at ecology.”  
—Publishers Weekly

32pp. ages 5–8
Gr Level F dra 10
Paperback PFB47237 $2.82

night Shift Daddy
eileen Spinelli
Illustrated by Melissa Iwai

rhyming text describes the sweet and 
charming routine of a little girl and her 
father, who leaves for work just as she 
is going to sleep. “a unique and special 
treat.” —SLJ

32pp. ages 4–7
Lexile 330 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB922138 $2.82

never take 
a Shark to 
the Dentist
(anD otHeR 
tHinGS not  
to Do)

John nickle
Illustrated by Judi Barrett

Hilarious, wonderfully illustrated rules, 
including never go shoe-shopping with 
a centipede and never take a giraffe to 
the movies. “Kids will revel in the absurd 
humor.” —Publishers Weekly

32pp. ages 5–8
Paperback PFB514834 $2.82

My Shining 
Star
rosemary Wells

a well-known 
author/illustrator 
offers a book of 
virtues to help 
parents create an 
optimal learning 
environment. “Memorize the passages!” 
—Booklist

32pp. all ages
Paperback PFB501984 $2.25

the new 
Bear at 
School
Carrie Weston
Illustrated by  
Tim Warnes

Poor Boris’ 
sharp-toothed 
smile scares 
away the other animals at his new 
school. a charming story for anyone 
who’s ever felt left out.

32pp. ages 3–5
Lexile 670
Paperback PFB508190 $2.82

<En ESPAñol
Un oso nuevo en la escuela

Spanish Paperback PFB516571 $2.82

My 
teacher 
for 
President
Kay Winters
Illustrated by 
Denise Brunkus

Oliver thinks his teacher would be 
the perfect president. She loves white 
houses, is used to being followed, and 
believes in peace. The parallels are 
insightful and amusing!

32pp. ages 5–8
Lexile 370 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB969997 $3.39
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one Mitten
Kristine O’Connell 
George
Illustrated by 
Maggie Smith

Using playful 
rhymes, a girl 
shows readers 
the many different things she can do 
with one mitten...and the fun doubles 
when she finds its mate!

32pp. ages 3–6
Paperback PFB902453 $2.82

<En ESPAñol/BilinguAl
off to Bed, 
Little Monster/ 
¡a la cama 
monstruito!
Maria ramos

What does a little 
monster do before 
bed? He plays with 
the toothpaste, asks 
for another story and a glass of water, 
and jumps on the bed!

32pp. ages 4–6
Lexile 370 Gr Level G dra 12
Bilingual Paperback PFB976892 $2.27

one Duck 
Stuck
Phyllis root
Illustrated by 
Jane Chapman

rhyme, 
repetition, 
and a wide 
variety of mucky sounds lead children 
through one duck’s sticky dilemma, to his 
ultimate freedom!

40pp. ages 4–6
Lexile 210
Paperback PFB51661 $3.50

officer Buckle 
and Gloria
Peggy rathmann

Officer Buckle takes 
his safety lectures 
a bit too seriously, 
until Gloria, his 
safety dog, adds a 
breath of fresh air. “a funny story 
about the wonders of teamwork.” 
—SLJ

Caldecott Medal Winner, Booklist Editors’ Choice, 
SLJ Best Book, ALA Notable Book, M. Jerry 
Weiss Book Award

40pp. ages 4–8
Lexile 510 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB92569 $2.99 over in the 

Meadow
Olive a. 
Wadsworth
Illustrated by 
Ezra Jack Keats

a lush meadow 
bustles with the activity of one 
turtle, two fish, three bluebirds, 
and more. Caldecott-winner Keats 
provides the “fresh, appealing 
illustrations.” —SLJ

Blue Ribbon Book

32pp. ages 4–6
Lexile 380 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB44848 $3.41

one Hungry 
Monster
a coUntinG Book  
in RHyMe

Susan Heyboer 
O’Keefe
Illustrated by  
Lynn Munsinger

a young boy’s 
adventure with 10 
naughty but lovable monsters becomes 
a counting story full of mischief, food, 
and fun.

32pp. ages 3–7
Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB45576 $3.39

oink! Moo! 
How Do 
you Do?
a Book of 
aniMaL SoUnDS

Grace Maccarone
Illustrated by 
Hans Wilhelm

enthusiastic farmyard animals gather to 
munch on the newly harvested apples 
and corn, but their fantastic racket spurs 
the farmer to take action.

24pp. ages 0–4
Paperback PFB905965 $2.82
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no More 
Pumpkins
SeconD GRaDe fRienDS

Pamela Schembri
Illustrated by  
Peter Catalanotto

Vinni and emily, second grade friends, 
hit the very first bump in the road of 
their friendship. “Their emotions and 
reactions will ring true.” —Kirkus

64pp. ages 5–8
Paperback PFB511352 $2.25

<BilinguAl
no, no, and no! 
¡no, no y no!
Mireille d’allancé

Universal fears of the 
first day of school are 
expressively illuminated in this charming 
bilingual telling of Octavio’s resistance. 
read-aloud and “Yes, Yes, Yes!”  
read again!

32pp. ages 3–5
Bilingual Paperback PFB966381 $2.27

not norman
a GoLDfiSH StoRy

Kelly Bennett
Illustrated by  
Noah Z. Jones

norman is 
disappointed when 
he receives a goldfish for  
his birthday—but its subtle  
charms soon become apparent. 
“a sweet story...of the pitfalls of  
making snap judgments.” —SLJ

IRA Children’s Choice

32pp. ages 4–8
Paperback PFB516388 $3.39

on 
Meadowview 
Street
Henry Cole

after saving the 
yard’s single 
wildflower from a lawnmower, 
Caroline is inspired to turn her 
lawn into a tiny nature preserve. 
“a lovely parable of suburban 
life.” —Publishers Weekly

National Green Book Award Honor Book

32pp. ages 4–8 
Lexile 500
Paperback PFB511019 $2.82

one Monkey 
too Many
Jackie French 
Koller
Illustrated by Lynn 
Munsinger

a mischievous band of monkeys creates 
marvelous chaos while helping kids 
develop counting skills. “Spilling, 
breaking, dropping and crashing have 
never been this much fun.” —SLJ

32pp. ages 3–7
Paperback PFB920115 $2.82



the Pigeon
mo Willems

a persnickety pigeon just wants what 
he wants—and kids will delight in 
his hilarious behavior! “Preschoolers 
will howl at the Pigeon’s dramatics.” 
—Booklist

all 40pp. ages 3–6

Don’t Let the Pigeon Drive 
the Bus!

Caldecott Honor Book, Charlotte Zolotow 
Commendation, ALA Notable Book

Lexile 120 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB968617 $3.39

Don’t Let the Pigeon Stay Up 
Late!
Lexile 270 Gr Level K dra 18–20
Paperback PFB504180 $2.99

the Pigeon finds a Hot Dog!
Lexile 300 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB980012 $2.99

the Pigeon Wants  
a  Puppy!

Paperback PFB515770 $3.39

Patty’s 
Pumpkin Patch
Teri Sloat

Kids learn the 
growth cycle of a 
pumpkin garden, 
with a different, 
alphabetical garden 
visitor on every 
page. an alphabet book with a plus!

32pp. ages 4–7
Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB921131 $3.39

Pancakes 
for 
Breakfast
Tomie dePaola

This wordless 
picture 
book depicts the cheerful 
determination of an optimistic 
old woman who tries to make 
pancakes. “an appealing book for 
the very young.” —SLJ

IRA Children’s Choice

32pp. ages 4–7
Paperback PFB45136 $2.99

over in the 
ocean
in a coRaL Reef

Marianne Berkes
Illustrated by 
Jeannette Canyon

This coral reef is 
a colorful marine nursery, teeming with 
new life! Colorful clay art abounds, along 
with songs, factual information, and 
finger-play activities.

32pp. ages 3–7
Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB976020 $2.99

the Paperboy
dav Pilkey

The timeless story of 
a paperboy and his 
dog, who follow their 
route every Saturday 
morning. “Pilkey is at 
his best in this highly 
atmospheric book.” 
—Publishers Weekly

Caldecott Honor Book, ALA 
Notable Book, Booklist Editors’ Choice

32pp. ages 4–7
Lexile 530 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB368933 $3.50

owen
Kevin Henkes

Owen’s parents 
want him to give 
up his favorite 
blanket before he 
starts school, but 
when their efforts 
fail, they devise a 
solution that makes everyone 
happy.

Caldecott Honor Book, NCTE Notable 
Book, ALA Notable Book, Boston Globe-Horn 
Honor Book, SLJ Best Book of the Year, ALA 
Booklist Children’s Editors’ Choice

24pp. ages 3–5
Lexile 370 Gr Level K dra 18–20
Paperback PFB968618 $3.39

Peter’s 
chair
ezra Jack Keats

In this 
perennial 
favorite by 
Caldecott 
winner ezra 
Jack Keats, 
Peter has a new baby 
sister, and he’s not 
very happy about the 
changes that come along!

Reading Rainbow Selection

40pp. ages 4–6
Lexile 390 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB911425 $3.39

owl Moon
Jane Yolen
Illustrated by  
John Schoenherr

The poetic and magical 
account of a girl and 
her father as they 
venture in search of a 
Great Horned Owl. “an unusual 
countryside adventure.” —SLJ

Caldecott Medal Winner, ALA Notable 
Book

32pp. ages 4–7
Lexile 630 Gr Level O dra 34–38
Paperback PFB42044 $2.84
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the Perfect 
nest
Catherine Friend
Illustrated by  
John Manders

Jack the cat builds 
a nest as part of 
an elaborate scheme to eat eggs 
for breakfast, but finds himself 
with other plans. “Perfect fine-
feathered fun.” —Kirkus

IRA Children’s Choice, Delaware State Winner

40pp. ages 4–7
Paperback PFB514704 $3.39

the Patchwork 
Quilt
Valerie Flournoy
Illustrated by  
Jerry Pinkney

a little girl finds 
clever ways to help 
her sick grandmother 
work on a very 
special quilt. “Warm 
family scenes that 
glow.” —Booklist

Christopher Award, Ezra Jack Keats New Writer 
Award, Coretta Scott King Award for Illustration

32pp. ages 4–7
Lexile 520 Gr Level O dra 34–38
Paperback PFB89753 $2.82
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Rabbit ears
amber Stewart
Illustrated by  
Laura Rankin

Busy, playful 
rabbits all wash 
their ears—but 
not Hopscotch. 
Hopscotch likes 
his ears dry, and 
nothing can persuade him otherwise!

32pp. ages 3–6
Paperback PFB501147 $3.39

Pirates Don’t 
change 
Diapers
Melinda Long
Illustrated by  
David Shannon

There’s buried 
treasure at Jeremy 
Jacob’s house and 
pirate Braid Beard plans to dig it up, but 
baby sister Bonney anne won’t quit her 
caterwauling!

40pp. ages 6–8
Lexile 570 Gr Level K dra 18–20
Paperback PFB508106 $3.39

Pigsty
Mark Teague

Wendell Fultz’s 
room isn’t just a 
mess, it has literally 
become a pigsty! 
Will Wendell’s 
rambunctious new 
roommates ever go? 
“Hilarious and offbeat.” —USA Today

32pp. ages 4–8
Lexile 590 Gr Level M dra 24–28
Bookshelf Paperback PFB959843 $3.75

<En ESPAñol
el chiquero
Spanish Paperback PFB927000 $3.41 the Rain 

came Down
david Shannon

Shannon 
captures the 
cacophonous 
chaos that 
follows an 
unexpected 
rainstorm. “a 
fun story cheerfully 
told and amusingly 
animated.” —SLJ

Golden Kite Award

32pp. ages 4–7
Lexile 370 Gr Level L dra 24–28
Paperback PFB905153 $3.41

Quick as a 
cricket
don & audrey Wood

a child celebrates 
the different 
ways he feels by 
comparing himself 
to a menagerie of 
animals. Written and illustrated by a 
Caldecott-winning team.

32pp. ages 3–7
Lexile 240 Gr Level I dra 16
Paperback PFB46900 $3.96
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Presidents’ 
Day
anne rockwell
Illustrated by 
Lizzy Rockwell

Mrs. Madoff’s 
class learns 
about Presidents’ day and puts on a play 
about the men who inspired the holiday, 
particularly those featured on Mount 
rushmore.

40pp. ages 4–8
Paperback PFB514064 $2.82

Puff the 
Magic 
Dragon
Lenny Lipton &
Peter Yarrow
Illustrated by  
Eric Puybaret

a charming interpretation of the 1960s 
folk song by Peter, Paul and Mary, 
written by Peter Yarrow and beautifully 
illustrated with pastel-colored paintings. 
“Lovely, and indeed, magical.” —Kirkus

32pp. ages 4–7
Paperback PFB510961 $3.96

Polar Bear 
night
Lauren Thompson
Illustrated by  
Sarah Savage

Filled with 
award-winning 
illustrations, this 
quiet, moonlit tale follows a little 
cub on a magical journey across 
the snow, sea, and ice.

Charlotte Zolotow Honor Book, ALA Notable 
Book, NY Times Best Illustrated Children’s Books 
of the Year

32pp. ages 2–6
Lexile 470 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB979708 $3.96

Pumpkin 
Pumpkin
Jeanne 
Titherington

a book that 
celebrates 
the life and 
growth of 
a pumpkin. “The strong sense of the 
cycles of nature and a youngster’s 
accomplishment make for a winning 
combination.” —SLJ

24pp. ages 4–7
Lexile 260 Gr Level F dra 10
Paperback PFB42871 $2.82

<En ESPAñol
calabaza, calabaza
Spanish Paperback PFB48128 $2.25

 Pinkalicious
 Victoria & Elizabeth Kann

all 40pp. ages 4–7

Pinkalicious
Pinkalicious loves pink, especially pink 
cupcakes. Her parents warn her not to 
eat too many, but when she does...she 
turns pink! What to do? “readalicious!” 
—Children’s Literature

Paperback PFB507687 $3.39

Purplicious
Pinkalicious’s classmates say that pink is 
not cool, but a friend brightens her mood 
with a bit of blue! Great for “a color unit 
and...feelings of not fitting in.” —SLJ

Paperback PFB514295 $3.96

New!



Roar!
a noiSy  
coUntinG Book

Pamela duncan 
edwards
Illustrated by  
Henry Cole

This vibrantly 
illustrated 
counting book is set in the african 
savannah, where a little lion cub searches 
for friends who won’t be scared off by 
his roar!

32pp. ages 4–7
Gr Level H dra 14
Paperback PFB928693 $2.82

Read to 
your Bunny
rosemary Wells

This gem of 
a book is a 
wonderful 
invitation to 
the world of reading. The intimate story, 
soothing tone, and vibrant, bunny-filled 
pictures all delight.

32pp. ages 3–5
Lexile 150
Paperback PFB908717 $2.27

<En ESPAñol
Léale a su conejito
Spanish Paperback PFB12898 $2.27

the Relatives 
came
Cynthia rylant
Illustrated by  
Stephen Gammell

This Caldecott 
Honor book 
describes a 
summertime family reunion, 
where everyone shares 
everything, from gardening 
chores, to fresh summer fruit, to 
songs and banjo music.

Caldecott Honor Book

32pp. ages 4–8
Lexile 940 Gr Level K dra 18–20
Paperback PFB47790 $2.25

Ready, freddy!

Help! a Vampire’s coming!
abby Klein

Freddy Thresher can’t get any sleep! 
every night, he has terrible, scary dreams 
about a vampire! Who will save him?

96pp. ages 7–9
Lexile 560 Gr Level M dra 24–28
Paperback PFB955606 $3.41

<En ESPAñol
¡Socorro! ¡Un vampiro!
Spanish Paperback PFB516055 $3.41

<En ESPAñol/BilinguAl
Rin, Rin, Rin/
Do, Re, Mi
a PictURe Book 
in SPaniSH anD 
enGLiSH

José-Luis Orozco
Illustrated by  
David Diaz

These delightful 
lyrics by beloved Latin 
american songwriter Orozco 
celebrate activities that all 
promote literacy. Caldecott Medalist diaz 
contributes “powerful, arresting art.” 
—SLJ

32pp. ages 3–5
Gr Level F dra 10
Bilingual Paperback PFB975531 $2.27
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Rainbow Magic
Daisy meadows
Illustrated by Georgie Ripper

Fairy fans will adore this whimsical 
and lighthearted chapter book series, 
with a special fairy at the center  
of the story. 

all 80pp. ages 6–8

amber the orange fairy
Lexile 500
Paperback PFB974465 $2.84

<En ESPAñol
Ámbar, el hada anaranjada

Spanish Paperback PFB511720 $2.82

Ruby the Red fairy
Lexile 520
Paperback PFB973861 $2.84

Sunny the yellow fairy
Lexile 550
Paperback PFB974466 $2.84

<En ESPAñol
azafrán, el hada amarilla

Spanish Paperback PFB515405 $2.84

New!

New!

New!

New!
Red Sled
Pat Thomas
Illustrated by  
Chris L. Demarest

a beautiful tale of 
a winter’s day, told 
in simple, rhyming word pairs (Still hill./
Far star./Snow aglow.). “a great book for 
storytime and one-on-one sharing.” —SLJ

32pp. ages 3–7
Paperback PFB514035 $2.25

Rooster’s off to 
See the World
eric Carle

In a simple 
introduction to 
addition and 
subtraction, eric 
Carle’s rooster meets 
two cats, three 
turtles, and so on...
and then returns 
home again.

32pp. ages 3–7
Lexile 510 Gr Level n dra 30
Paperback PFB42565 $2.84

Rosie’s 
Walk
Pat Hutchins

a delightfully 
unaware hen 
is pursued by 
a hungry fox, 
who fails to capture her in the 
most hilarious ways. “a sunny, 
slapstick, silent comedy.”  
—NY Times

ALA Notable Book, Boston Globe-Horn  
Honor Book

32pp. ages 4–6
Gr Level F dra 10
Paperback PFB41239 $3.39
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Ruby
Jonathan Emmett
Illustrated by Rebecca Harry

ruby the duck is always the littlest, 
always the slowest, and always 
notices wonderful things that other 
ducks don’t! “Gentle and engaging.” 
—Kirkus

all 32–40pp. ages 4–7

Ruby in Her own time
Lexile 470 Gr Level G dra 12
Paperback PFB986278 $3.98

this Way, Ruby!
Lexile 640
Paperback PFB506511 $2.82

 Rookie Preschool— 
 My first Rookie Reader

Cumulative rhymes and sing-along 
stories help preschoolers get ready 
for reading as they learn about 
themselves, their families, their 
neighborhoods, and their world in 
these colorful engaging books.

all 24pp. ages 3–5

3, 2, 1, School is fun!
Paperback PFB259088 $3.96

the ants Go Marching
Paperback PFB259091 $3.96

Busy Day, Busy night
RainfoReSt

Paperback PFB259092 $3.96

it’s circle time! Shapes
Paperback PFB259080 $3.96

Jack’s Room
Paperback PFB259081 $3.96

the Leaves fall all around
Paperback PFB259082 $3.96

Piglets Belong to Pigs
Paperback PFB259097 $3.96

Red, Blue, and yellow too!
Paperback PFB259084 $3.96

Sing a Song of Seasons
Paperback PFB259098 $3.96

the three Little kittens Get 
Dressed
Paperback PFB259085 $3.96

Sammy 
and the 
Dinosaurs
Ian Whybrow
Illustrated by 
Adrian Reynolds

In his 
grandmother’s 
attic, Sammy 
finds a box 
full of old dinosaur toys—that can talk! 
“Beautifully written and always right on 
target.” —Horn Book

32pp. ages 4–6
Lexile 220 Gr Level K dra 18–20
Paperback PFB923771 $2.50Ruby the 

copycat
Peggy rathmann

ruby, the new girl 
in class, imitates 
the most popular 
girl in the class 
until she learns 
to appreciate just 
being herself. “a 
small gem.” —SLJ

American Bookseller Pick of the Lists

32pp. ages 4–8
Lexile 500 Gr Level K dra 18–20
Paperback PFB47423 $3.41

<En ESPAñol
Ruby, mono ve, mono hace
Spanish Paperback PFB50211 $3.41

What’s the Weather?
Paperback PFB259113 $3.96

Who is Sleeping?
Paperback PFB259115 $3.96
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New!

New!

New!

New!

Russell and 
the Lost 
treasure
rob Scotton

When russell 
the goat goes 
in search of 
buried treasure, he’s disappointed to find 
a ratty old camera—but the photos he 
takes turn out to be a real prize!

32pp. ages 4–7
Paperback PFB516347 $3.39

Ruthie and 
the (not So) 
teeny tiny 
Lie
Laura rankin

ruthie finds a 
camera on the playground—but when 
she lies and says it is hers, she’s filled 
with remorse. “Will spark musing and 
discussion in every early childhood 
classroom.” —Kirkus

32pp. ages 4–7
Paperback PFB507544 $3.96

New!
School Days
coWGiRL kate anD cocoa

erica Silverman
Illustrated by Betsy Lewin

With lighthearted, 
rhyming couplets and 
cheery watercolors, 
readers glide through a typical day in 
a primary-grade classroom. a “perfect 
introduction to classroom life.” 
—Children’s Literature

48pp. ages 4–8 
Lexile 300 Gr Level J dra 18–20
Paperback PFB511384 $2.82




